
Mr. Bower

Science Social Studies

★ We will begin to learn about Earth and other 
planets

★ We will discuss and understand the 
movement, rotation and orbit of the planets

★ We will learn about the Mid Atlantic 
states and capitals

★ We will learn about the Southeast 
states and capitals

IMPORTANT REMINDERS:
★ Please continue to check the Daily Folder and Planner for important information

January 8th -12th 

Lesson plans



MONDAY
January 8

2

TUESDAY
January 9

3

WEDNESDAY
January 10

4

THURSDAY
January 11

5

FRIDAY
January 12

6

TSWBAT define unit 6 
vocabulary
TSWBAT explain 
knowledge they 
already have in 
regards to Earth, 
Space, planets, and 
earth’s composition
A:
★ Interactive 

notebooks
E: student written 
responses
student participation

TSWBAT discuss 
movement of the sun, 
stars and earth
TSWBAT explain 
knowledge they 
already have in 
regards to Earth, 
Space, planets, and 
earth’s composition
A:
★ Interactive 

notebooks
E: student written 
responses
student participation

TSWBAT discuss moon 
phases
TSWBAT explain 
knowledge they 
already have in 
regards to Earth, 
Space, planets, and 
earth’s composition
A:
★ Interactive 

notebooks
E: student written 
responses
student participation

TSWBAT discuss moon 
and earth rotation and 
movement
TSWBAT explain 
knowledge they 
already have in 
regards to Earth, 
Space, planets, and 
earth’s composition
A:
★ Interactive 

notebooks
E: student written 
responses
student participation

TSWBAT discuss moon 
and earth, sun, and 
planet rotations and 
movement
TSWBAT explain 
knowledge they 
already have in 
regards to Earth, 
Space, planets, and 
earth’s composition
A:   Interactive 
notebooks
E: student written 
responses
student participation

O:TSWBAT begin 
understanding of Mid 
Atlantic
A:
★ PA fact books 

with Mid Atlantic  
pages and Mid 
Atlantic slides

E: student participation 

O:TSWBAT begin 
understanding of Mid 
Atlantic
A:
★ PA fact books 

with Mid Atlantic  
pages and Mid 
Atlantic slides

E: student participation 

O:TSWBAT begin 
understanding of Mid 
Atlantic
A:
★ PA fact books 

with Mid Atlantic  
pages and Mid 
Atlantic slides

E: student participation 

O:TSWBAT begin 
understanding of The 
Southeast states
A:
★ PA fact books 

with The South 
East pages and 
The Southeast 
slides

E: student participation 

O:TSWBAT begin 
understanding of The 
Southeast states
A:
★ PA fact books 

with The South 
East pages and 
The Southeast 
slides

E: student participation  

January 8th-12th  

*Lesson Plans meet requirements of the  Rockwood Area School District Curriculum & PA State Standards for 4th Grade.
*Accommodations & Modifications included but not limited to: follow IEPs & GIEPS, differentiated instruction, preferential seating, opportunities for 
intervention or enrichment, & challenge activities at teacher’s discretion. 
*Lesson plans are subject to change due to student pace

*Lesson Plans are Subject to Change*
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